
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRE-OPERATIONS 

Before initiate using vehicle , the batteries should be 

fully charged . Charging hour should be more than 10 

hours . 
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Check the brake pedal , when stepped it should be 

flexible and feels firm . And it returns to its original 

position with flexibility when released 

Check the accelerator pedal ,when stepped and 

released it should returns to its original position with 

full flexibility . 

Check the signal lights , the brake lights and turning 

lights should be in proper working condition . 

Check the tires’ pressure ,it should be inflated until the 

internal pressure is around 20~23PSL(138kpa~159kpa)

Check the reverse beeper ,when the direction selecting 

switch be set at “REV”, it should beep soundly 



 

PRE-OPERATIONS 

Check the tires’ surface , remove any embedded objects 

you can find . Be sure no cracks or other damages to the 

tires ,defective tires may cause accident while driving . 

Check the lubricant capacity the rear axle contains , use 

a cleaned stick , stick it into the rear axle and it reach 

the bottom , pull it out check the depth is should be 

more than 13cm (1.3L). 

Pull the steering wheel up and down ,check the tightness 

of steering wheel .Rotate the steering wheel right and 

left. Be sure no excessive freeplay and rattling sound . 

Check the tightness of the battery wiring , make sure all 

the nuts are solidly tight . Loose attached nuts on the 

battery will cause big spark while operating . 

Pre-operations are extremely important , the owners of the vehicle should aware all the required 

operations need to be executed before initiate using the vehicle . The status of the vehicle is very 

important to the safety of the passengers on board .  

BE SURE TO DO THE PRE-OPERATION JOB . 


